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SUCCESS in SUCCESSION
Leading NOW for Next

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Today, we have the privilege of digging into the topic of succession…not just “any” form of succession, but [PPT SLIDE] SUCCESSFUL (effective) succession. We’re talking about success in success(ion). It is a privilege to spend this time with you. One primary reason: is to help you be better at work & home. The principles we address can apply to our professional context and our personal context. 



IS  NOT 
YET

“It’s imperative that 
we spend less time 
on daily operations 
and more time on 

future possibilities.” 
- Kouzes & Posner, 
A Leader’s Legacy



Defining 
“Leadership”

WHAT IS IT? 



Defining 
“Leadership”

LEADERSHIP





DPS Definition:
“The ability to motivate and inspire others; to develop 
and mentor others; to gain the respect, confidence, and 
loyalty of others; to articulate a vision, to give guidance 
and to direct others in accomplishing goals.” 
Source: Texas DPS, HR-110



Lead Others

Leadership Environments
Leadership is an ongoing and dynamic 

reality.

Lead 
LEADERS

Lead 
OTHERS

Lead 
TEAMS

Lead SELF

Lead Leaders

Lead Teams

Lead Self



IS  NOT 
YET

Lead Others
Lead Leaders
Lead Teams

Lead Self



DPS Definition:
“The ability to motivate and inspire others; to develop 
and mentor others; to gain the respect, confidence, and 
loyalty of others; to articulate a vision, to give guidance 
and to direct others in accomplishing goals.” 
Source: Texas DPS, HR-110



PRINCIPLES + PROCESS = PLAN
• Development (how we equip)
• Delegation (how we empower) 
• Continuity (how we convey/transition)





“The measure of you as leader is not what 
you do, but what others do because of 

what you do.” 
- H. Hendricks

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
KEY CONCEPTS:The longer the runway the more options we have.Succession planning is not a one-time event or single destination.The longer you wait to the harder it is.Unit 1.03 Key ConceptsAs we begin, there are a few realities of succession that will frame our time today: •  The longer the runway the more options we have. Just like a plane on a long runway, the longer the runway to a transition, the more options we have available as we plan and even resolve dilemmas that come up along the way.•  Succession planning is not a one-time event…or single destination. When we see transition as a process, we more readily navigate it. It culminates in moments, but it’s an ongoing process with a: who, what, when, why, & how.•  The longer you wait to start the harder it is. The longer you put off thinking about your leadership transition, the more daunting the task becomes and the more complicated the transition can be for everyone else. 



PRINCIPLES + PROCESS = PLAN

PEOPLE
Leave it better 

than you 
found it



:: The best day to start was yesterday! 

:: The next best day to start is today! 

:: Healthy succession starts day one. 
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Presentation Notes
KEY CONCEPTS:The longer the runway the more options we have.Succession planning is not a one-time event or single destination.The longer you wait to the harder it is.Unit 1.03 Key ConceptsAs we begin, there are a few realities of succession that will frame our time today: •  The longer the runway the more options we have. Just like a plane on a long runway, the longer the runway to a transition, the more options we have available as we plan and even resolve dilemmas that come up along the way.•  Succession planning is not a one-time event…or single destination. When we see transition as a process, we more readily navigate it. It culminates in moments, but it’s an ongoing process with a: who, what, when, why, & how.•  The longer you wait to start the harder it is. The longer you put off thinking about your leadership transition, the more daunting the task becomes and the more complicated the transition can be for everyone else. 



• The longer you wait to start the harder it is.
• Succession planning is not a one-time event or 

single destination.
• The longer the runway the more options we 

have.PR
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Presentation Notes
KEY CONCEPTS:The longer the runway the more options we have.Succession planning is not a one-time event or single destination.The longer you wait to the harder it is.Unit 1.03 Key ConceptsAs we begin, there are a few realities of succession that will frame our time today: •  The longer the runway the more options we have. Just like a plane on a long runway, the longer the runway to a transition, the more options we have available as we plan and even resolve dilemmas that come up along the way.•  Succession planning is not a one-time event…or single destination. When we see transition as a process, we more readily navigate it. It culminates in moments, but it’s an ongoing process with a: who, what, when, why, & how.•  The longer you wait to start the harder it is. The longer you put off thinking about your leadership transition, the more daunting the task becomes and the more complicated the transition can be for everyone else. 



SUCCESS in SUCCESSION
We are all INTERIM leaders!

Who is not ready? 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
KEY CONCEPTS:The longer the runway the more options we have.Succession planning is not a one-time event or single destination.The longer you wait to the harder it is.Unit 1.03 Key ConceptsAs we begin, there are a few realities of succession that will frame our time today: •  The longer the runway the more options we have. Just like a plane on a long runway, the longer the runway to a transition, the more options we have available as we plan and even resolve dilemmas that come up along the way.•  Succession planning is not a one-time event…or single destination. When we see transition as a process, we more readily navigate it. It culminates in moments, but it’s an ongoing process with a: who, what, when, why, & how.•  The longer you wait to start the harder it is. The longer you put off thinking about your leadership transition, the more daunting the task becomes and the more complicated the transition can be for everyone else. 



Readiness?

???

YOU
NOW

Those BehindThose Before

Readiness?

???



“What could be more important than 
equipping the next generation with the 
character and competence they need to 

become successful?”
- Colin Powell
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DELEGATION/EMPOWERMENT

More than 
EFFICIENCY  DEVELOPMENT

ASSESSMENT
EMPOWERMENT
AMPLIFICATION
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What is it? (own Words)Delegation is more than a space of EFFICIENCY…it is a place of: DevelopmentAssessmentEmpowermentAmplification “leadership Style”…technique, tool…NOT ABOUT US primarily…
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Tiered Delegation/Empowerment:
 “Here’s the problem, go and do some research, come back and fill me 

in on my options.”
 “Here’s the problem, go and do some research, come back and tell me 

what my options are and which one you think we should do.”
 “Here’s the problem, go figure out the options, and let me know which 

one you chose.”
 “Here’s the problem, let me know when you’re ready for the next one.”

DEVELOPMENT
ASSESSMENT
EMPOWERMENT
AMPLIFICATION

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In the delegation process, we need to be careful and intentional to incrementally empower our people based on the realities of trust and capacity…and not simply “throw them in the deep end of the pool” to sink or swim.” A simple and effective way we can do that is by looking at the way we are inviting our people to enter greater and greater levels of delegation. Consider the following format(process) in your developmental delegation.Helpful way to think about your delegation process/level: Levels of Delegation“Here’s the problem, go and do some research, come back and fill me in on my options.”“Here’s the problem, go and do some research, come back and tell me what my options are and which one you think we should do.”“Here’s the problem, go figure out the options, and let me know which one you chose.”“Here’s the problem, let me know when you’re ready for the next one.”Not about repeating (cloning) your leadership but preparing theirs When we effectively move our people to greater levels of independence, momentum build for them, for us and in our leadership journey with them. It’s a “win” for everyone. This process works as a basic guide; and at times, we may need to move “backward” to retrain in order to move forward. Every person is unique, and they may need different levels of training, autonomy, etc.  In fact, knowing what our people need to succeed is an essential element of effective delegation.  And effective delegation is not about repeating (cloning) your leadership but preparing theirs.



“OUR PEOPLE DON’T…”
or 

“OUR PEOPLE WON’T…”

“WE’VE NOT YET LED
OUR PEOPLE TO…”
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Key Realities:• Successful Transition is not ABOUT you, but it comes THROUGH you.• Whether receiving or passing, we (YOU/I) shape it! • Most leaders stay too long. 	• Don’t Wait too long. Too many wait until THEY are ready. (1-2-3)	• Know when others & the organization are ready. Not about your readiness, but theirs.	• Team/Organization ready? Transition: Prepare them to receive the baton(s).



General (ret.) Mark Welsh

1. Make sure I know where we’re going
2. Push me when I go too slow
3. Calm me when I go too fast
4. Reassure me when I lose faith
5. Inspire me when I lose enthusiasm
6. When I’m successful, stand behind me
7. When I struggle, or when I’m scared, 

walk in front of me, so I can follow you.
- SRA Carissa Cetus
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Gen. Mark. Welsh (USAF, ret.), who is now the Dean of the Bush School of Leadership at Texas A&M, once shared in a leadership conversation something he learned from a young airman who answered his passing statement “let me know if you need anything.” These 7 things are “leadership gold”: [PPT SLIDE]1. Make sure I know where we’re going2. Push me when I go too slow3. Calm me when I go too fast4. Reassure me when I lose faith5. Inspire me when I lose enthusiasm6. When I’m successful, stand behind me7. When I struggle, or when I’m scared, walk in front of me, so I can follow you.- SRA Carissa CetusThat is some of the most basic, yet most profound, leadership wisdom we could ever hear; and if we can lead our people “this” way, everyone around us would win. 

https://www.gettyimages.com/detail/illustration/five-stage-diagram-showing-plant-growth-royalty-free-illustration/469192723


“The most enduring leadership 
legacies are those of leaders who have 

set their people free.”
- Jim Kouzes & Barry Posner
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
That is some of the most basic, yet most profound, leadership wisdom we could ever hear; and if we can lead our people “this” way, everyone around us would win. Our people would/could thrive. That is partly true because as Kouzes & Posner (2006) said, "The most enduring leadership legacies are those of leaders who have set their people free." (p. 49) Carissa laid out 7 things that would set her free. This is so important because success in succession not about repeating (cloning) your leadership but preparing theirs.  As Kouzes & Posner (2006) said, "The most enduring leadership legacies are those of leaders who have set their people free." (p. 49)———Not about repeating (cloning) your leadership but preparing theirs  "You can leave a lasting legacy only if you can imagine a brighter future, and the capacity to imagine exciting future possibilities is the defining competence of leaders." (p. 99)



KEY Realities:

• Whether receiving or passing, we shape it!
• Successful transition is not ABOUT you, 

but it comes THROUGH you.
• Most stay too long. 

(Some leave too early.)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Key Realities:• Successful Transition is not ABOUT you, but it comes THROUGH you.• Whether receiving or passing, we (YOU/I) shape it! • Most leaders stay too long. 	• Don’t Wait too long. Too many wait until THEY are ready. (1-2-3)	• Know when others & the organization are ready. Not about your readiness, but theirs.	• Team/Organization ready? Transition: Prepare them to receive the baton(s).

https://www.gettyimages.com/detail/illustration/five-stage-diagram-showing-plant-growth-royalty-free-illustration/469192723


“A successful person finds the right 
place for himself. But a successful 

leader finds the right place for 
others.”

- John C. Maxwell

Who are your 
“others”?
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
JCM - “A successful person finds the right place for himself. But a successful leader finds the right place for others.”   



“The measure of you as leader is not 
what you do, but what others do 

because of what you do.” 
- H. Hendricks
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
KEY CONCEPTS:The longer the runway the more options we have.Succession planning is not a one-time event or single destination.The longer you wait to the harder it is.Unit 1.03 Key ConceptsAs we begin, there are a few realities of succession that will frame our time today: •  The longer the runway the more options we have. Just like a plane on a long runway, the longer the runway to a transition, the more options we have available as we plan and even resolve dilemmas that come up along the way.•  Succession planning is not a one-time event…or single destination. When we see transition as a process, we more readily navigate it. It culminates in moments, but it’s an ongoing process with a: who, what, when, why, & how.•  The longer you wait to start the harder it is. The longer you put off thinking about your leadership transition, the more daunting the task becomes and the more complicated the transition can be for everyone else. 



Success in succession starts…now!

1. Pick a point. (time/season/dynamic)
2. Make a plan.
3. Pick a person.
4. Follow a process. Leave it better 

than you 
found it

PL
AN

https://www.gettyimages.com/detail/illustration/five-stage-diagram-showing-plant-growth-royalty-free-illustration/469192723


“Blessed is he who plants trees under 
whose shade he will never sit.”

- Indian Proverb

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
“Blessed is he who plants trees under whose shade he will never sit.” - Indian Proverb. That's not the only “people” to communicate this sentiment…French theologian Hyacinthe Loyson articulated in Paris in 1866: “These trees which he plants, and under whose shade he shall never sit, he loves them for themselves, and for the sake of his children and his children’s children, who are to sit beneath the shadow of their spreading boughs.”There is no guarantee that it will be smooth or trouble free. Effort alone does not determine outcome. However, if all we leave is an empty seat, we have not led well! All change comes at a cost, but leaders help or hurt the process. We can all make it better, by being better ourselves. Everyone wins with leader gets better! Do what your successor would do…??



SUCCESS in SUCCESSION
Leading NOW for Next
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MANAGE
SOLVE
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